
High capacity washer disinfectors
FOR CSSD



For more than 30 years Smeg Instruments
represents a symbol of excellence “Made
in Italy”. It offers technologically advanced
products to the professional washing and
thermal disinfection world.
Fully customisable solutions, flexible and
efficient services, safe and certifiable results
thanks to an integrated structure from design to
after-sales service.
Products enriched by know-how gained from
working with professionals in more than thirty
countries all over the world.

MADE IN ITALY



A GLOBAL BRAND EXCELLENCE MADE IN ITALY
Smeg is an Italian family company based in Guastalla (RE), with 4 production plants 
in Italy, and has been manufacturing household appliances since 1948. Smeg 
operates worldwide through subsidiaries, representative offices and an extensive 
network of distributors. Vision, intuition, international scope: the Smeg Group, 
thanks to a corporate culture that places extreme attention to quality, technological 
content and attention to energy saving, is recognised internationally as one of the 
best Made in Italy companies.

Thanks to its long and consolidated experience in the in-house 
production of technologies for the treatment of medical instruments, 
Smeg is able to guarantee its customers perfect thermal disinfection 
quality. Washer disinfectors and accessories specially designed 
to wash simple surgical instruments up to the delicate specific 
instruments for the robotic surgery.



COMPACT WITH HIGH CAPACITY

The most compact washing disinfectors, allowing high volume 
application in redu ced space, increased production incorpo-
rated within an ergo nomic handling of the load.

FLEXIBILITY

Perfect treat ment of different instru ments. One rack, many 
applications and less costs. 

FAST CYCLES

Complete washing and disinfection cycles performed in 35’. 
Less time, money and energy, lower running costs and working 
hours. 

Washer disinfectors designed and produced by Smeg, in Italy, 
are done so with our customers specifi c requirements in 
mind: compact, fast, ergonomic and reliable. 

CERTAINTY OF RESULTS

Quality
Smeg’s Quality System complies with 2017/745 (MDR) and ISO 
9001:2015 and ISO 13485:2016 standards, as attested by the relevant 
certificates.
All washer-disinfectors, classified as class IIb medical devices, are CE 
certified and comply with EN 15883.

A0 parameter

Smeg washer-disinfectors offer a wide choice of programmes with preset 

or selectable A0 values depending on the type of instruments to be treated. 

The value of A0 displays in real time and/or is printed out.

Traceability
The Smeg washer-disinfector range offers all connection and data storage 
options for traceability in line with the international EN ISO 15883 
standards.

quality safety saving



Washer disinfector with single or double drop down door in glass. Excellent washing capacity: up to 
12 DIN baskets. The drop down door allows the customer to load and unload in an ergonomic way, 
and with our unique inserts and rack design adding safe and easy loading without any heavy lifting. 
Also featuring our 35’ TURBO thermal disinfection cycle.

Washer disinfector with single or double sliding glass door. The latest generation of electronics 
with full touch screen technology incorporating visuals of safety and results. Also featuring our 
35’ thermal disinfection TURBO cycle. Optimisation of the running costs in versions with steam 
heating.
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Washer disinfector with single of double sliding glass door. The latest generation of electronics 
with full touch screen technology guarantees irreproachable performances. Capacity: up to 18 DIN 
baskets. Also featuring our 35’ TURBO thermal disinfection cycle.

WASHER DISINFECTOR WD7015
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A new thermal disinfector 
designed to have reduced cycle 
times and minimal impact on the 
environment, whilst maintaining 
a capacity of 18 DIN baskets.
With its efficient heat exchanger, 
the WD7015TECO achieves 
optimal results, reducing energy 
consumption by 19.4% and 
water usage by 33% (for three 
phase cycles).
The completion time of each 
full cycle is reduced by 
10%, thereby increasing the 
CSSD’s*daily washing capacity. 
* (Central Sterile Services 
Department).



Smeg S.p.A.
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 4 - 42016 Guastalla (RE) - Italy
www.smeg-instruments.com | e-mail: instruments@smeg.it

SMEG S.p.A.

Founded in 1948, SMEG, whose name is the acronym of “Smalterie Metallurgiche Emiliane Guastalla”, is a proudly Italian 
company now in the third generation of the Bertazzoni family. Renowned for the responsible production of creations that combine 
technology and style, SMEG manufactures high-performance products, made with quality materials for the home, professional and 
medical sectors. SMEG production is based in Italy, in 5 different plants and has a strong international presence with direct 
commercial subsidiaries and with a widespread worldwide network of distributors.

SMEG S.p.A. Group is internationally recognized as one of the leaders of Made in Italy.

For more information, visit: www.smeg.com


